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The Supreme Court’s landmark Buckley v. Valeo decision laid the foundation for modern campaign finance law in the United States. The decision rests on the fundamental tension between the First Amendment and campaign finance regulations; a limit on the ability to raise and spend money on political campaigns is a limit on the First Amendment because money is an indispensable tool to engage in campaign speech. When these regulations harm First Amendment rights, Buckley reasons, they can only be upheld if they serve a compelling government interest. This is a weighty constitutional burden.

What government interest warranted this First Amendment intrusion? Buckley established that the only legal justification for campaign finance regulations that could meet a compelling governmental interest were restrictions that reduce corruption or its appearance. This report examines the latter justification, specifically what we have learned about the relationship between campaign finance laws and their ability to limit the “appearance of corruption” in the 45 years since the Court’s decision.

While this standard comes from the law and the Court’s interpretation of it, this report does not seek to provide a full legal history of campaign finance law since Buckley. Instead, it looks to examine the empirical claims upon which the Court relied. How well do the assumptions of Buckley reflect the real-world effects of the restrictions the decision permitted to remain in law? Political scientists Daron R. Shaw, Brian E. Roberts, and Mijeong Baek explain that the Buckley decision advanced “a well-formed and inherently testable behavioral model.” The Court was worried that high perceptions of corruption could destabilize the confidence and trust citizens have in the political system. Is this true? Many of these variables can be tested in the real world in light of actual campaign finance regulations that have been implemented. Shaw, Roberts, and Baek explain that the Court’s appearance of corruption rationale ultimately rests on three core assumptions:

1. Campaign finance laws lower perceptions of political corruption;
2. Lower perceptions of corruption raise trust in government; and
3. Greater trust in government raises political participation.

This analysis will first outline the challenges with accepting these assumptions, referred to in combination as the Buckley Rationale, and investigate how the appearance of corruption standard can be measured. It will then engage with each of these assumptions and investigate how well they hold up to scrutiny in the real world based on the best available evidence.
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The Unworkability of the Buckley Rationale

Buckley's balancing of constitutional rights against the appearance of corruption standard is, to say the least, a non-standard approach by the Court. The Court does not usually justify taking away individuals' liberties based on mere appearances. We do not allow homes to be searched on the “appearance of probable cause;” warrants are issued based on actual evidence, not community surveys. The government cannot take away private property on the “appearance of public use” or offer the “appearance of just compensation;” the state must have real justifications for the exercise of its power. Regulations on election campaign spending are, as the Court recognizes, limits on the freedom to engage in political speech. Thus, limitations on the capacity to engage in that speech must be justified with actual compelling interests.

Why do other limitations on liberty in our constitutional system require real-world justifications, but campaign finance regulations can be justified by mere appearance? One could argue, of course (and many have), that the appearance of corruption could lead to citizens believing that their political system is corrupt, which in turn could lead to a destabilization of our democratic system. A similar argument, however, could be raised about restrictions on other liberties. A suspect widely believed to be guilty of murder who goes free because the police violated his civil rights and critical evidence is discarded could destabilize faith in our judicial system and reduce confidence in the rule of law. Citizens could believe a gun control law would make gun violence less likely. But in these instances, and nearly every other right found in the Bill of Rights, the danger of public perception does not have an impact on the constitutionality of the right itself. This is true for most First Amendment applications as well. A restriction on hate speech could appear motivated by a desire to lessen political tensions and increase political participation, but still would not pass muster under the First Amendment. In these cases, slippery slope “appearance” arguments are not – and should not – be enough to justify compromising basic rights.

The appearance of corruption standard also creates a perverse incentive for lawmakers because elected officials, through their rhetoric, can create and amplify appearances. Thus, if a politician personally benefits in a restrictive campaign finance system, then they would benefit by creating the appearance that the system is corrupt. Evidence supports this logic. Campaign finance laws, which are necessarily passed by incumbents, usually benefit incumbents more than political challengers. Campaign finance laws, by their very nature, create barriers to the everyday activities of campaigning. Incumbents have the knowledge, connections, and natural advantages to overcome these barriers – at least in a manner far easier than for challengers. If incumbents rail against a “rigged and corrupt system,” they can persuade citizens to perceive corruption in the political system and, due to the Supreme Court's appearance of corruption rationale, create a legal justification for more campaign finance laws. They can thusly limit the freedom of their challengers. It is troubling if politicians can gain political advantages just by creating mere appearances.

Given its uniqueness, its breadth, and its ability to be manipulated, the appearance of corruption standard rests on weak ground. Nevertheless, Buckley is a well-established constitutional doctrine and has guided campaign finance jurisprudence since 1976. Years of laws that survive under this standard have also provided us with years of empirical data. This report will now examine that data and then assess whether the three assumptions of Buckley v. Valeo's “appearance of corruption” rationale have held up over time.
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Measuring the Appearance of Corruption

Buckley clarified that the legal definition of corruption is acts done “to secure political quid pro quo from current and potential office holders.” Moreover, the definition clarifies that “laws making criminal the giving and taking of bribes deal with only the most blatant and specific attempts of those with money to influence governmental action.” Recent Supreme Court decisions in Citizens United v. FEC and McCutcheon v. FEC reiterated that legal definitions of corruption must be narrowed to encapsulate only quid pro corruption, and when there is a lack of clarity between political speech and corruption, “the Court must err on the side of protecting political speech rather than suppressing it.”

Since Buckley, the Supreme Court has provided much further guidance on how to evaluate the “appearance of corruption” standard. If the Court relies on popular opinion, then what is determined to be a “compelling government interest” will necessarily be enormously broad; wide ranging and extreme limitations of political speech could be justified according to this standard. If, however, the Court links the appearance of corruption to the legal definition of corruption, then the numerous surveys used to gauge the appearance of corruption will not be useful tools. Those surveys do not ask, or clarify that they are asking, the public about perceived quid pro quo corruption.

There is a substantial amount of evidence that Americans perceive a large amount of corruption, as defined in the non-legal sense, in our political system. Shaw, Roberts, and Baek find that “Americans today are more likely than ever to see their political system as corrupt.” Nonetheless, what Americans label as corrupt are merely elements of our political system that they dislike. Law professor Nathaniel Persily and then-graduate student Kelli Lammie have found that, when individuals label something corrupt, they likely “translate a generalized negative affect toward those running the government into a particularized expression describing government as corrupt.” This is supported by research finding that individuals from racially marginalized backgrounds, those with less education, and those unhappy with the current political system are more likely to perceive corruption.

Beyond a general tendency to view disliked governmental action as corrupt, there is further reason to be wary of public perceptions of corruption: attitudes can be driven by partisanship. In fact, Shaw, Roberts, and Baek find that partisan identification is the “most powerful predictor of lower perceived corruption.” For example, research shows that Republicans are more likely to perceive union speech as corrupt, and Democrats are more likely to perceive corporate speech as corrupt. In other words, disliking a speaker tends to lead to a “generalized negative affect” that is labeled as corruption. While most Americans perceive corruption, they do not agree on what is corrupt.

Measuring the appearance of corruption isolated from partisanship and absence of political power is a difficult task. If the Court measures perceived corruption narrowly, according to perceived quid pro quo exchanges, data will be incredibly scarce because most surveys do not ask respondents about quid pro quo corruption, and most citizens are unfamiliar with the legal meaning of the term. Conversely, if the Supreme Court relies on the public’s broad understanding of corruption, then that measurement will be plagued by partisanship. If partisanship and a general dislike of political outcomes drives high perceptions of “corruption,” then labeling something as corrupt becomes virtually meaningless because of the broad, subjective, and divisive nature of the concept. Partisan perceptions and general unhappiness with government are not sufficient justifications for infringing on core First Amendment freedoms. After all, the First Amendment was designed to protect
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speakers from having their speech limited on partisan grounds or because the majority has a “generalized negative affect” toward the speech and expression of others. Given this reality, it is perhaps unsurprising that there is scant guidance from the Court on how to evaluate the appearance of corruption.

With the inherent difficulties in measuring corruption and the Court offering limited insight into how to evaluate its appearance, even more weight is placed on the Supreme Court’s assumptions about the effects of campaign finance laws. Because of the empirical difficulties, the Court evaluated the compelling government interest based on the assumed impact of the law. Now, with over 45 years of hindsight, we have the ability to scrutinize these assumptions. The following sections will closely analyze three major assumptions the Court made in Buckley – and continues to make – about campaign finance laws.

**Assumption 1: Campaign Finance Laws Lower Perceptions of Political Corruption**

One of the most important assumptions in the Buckley Rationale is that campaign finance regulations will lower perceptions of corruption. A high level of perceived corruption is what the Supreme Court asserts the government has a compelling government interest to prevent. If campaign finance regulations do not lower perceptions of political corruption, however, then they are not fulfilling this government interest. Thus, if this assumption cannot withstand scrutiny, the central justification for campaign finance regulations that rest on it will collapse.

One way to measure how campaign finance regulations influence perceptions of corruption is to compare how public perception changes over time after laws that modify our campaign finance system go into effect. One of the most dramatic changes to campaign finance law was the enactment of the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act (BCRA) in 2002. This law made several significant changes to how money could be raised and spent in elections. After Supreme Court review, the majority justified key restrictions in BCRA as meeting the compelling government interest to reduce corruption or its appearance in government. If the law accomplished this goal, we would expect perceptions of corruption to decline after BCRA. Did this happen?

There is not good evidence that BCRA reduced perceptions of corruption in our politics. Persily and Lammie looked at survey results that indicate public perceptions of corruption before and after BCRA. The survey questions they analyzed asked respondents if “quite a few of the people running the government are crooked” and if “the government is pretty much run by a few big interests looking out for themselves.” They found that “In the first polls taken since BCRA’s passage the share of the population that distrusts government climbed thirteen points to 59% and the share of the population that views government as run by a ‘few big interests’ rose thirteen points to 64%.” They conclude that, “[i]ronically, the elimination of [less regulated donations to political parties] has been followed by a marked increase in the two available measures of opinions concerning government corruption.” This evidence does not demonstrate that BCRA’s passage caused an increase in perceptions of corruption, but it does erode our confidence in the effectiveness of that law in decreasing perceptions of corruption. After BCRA, perceptions of corruption not only failed to decline, they noticeably increased.

This apparent failure of the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act to lower perceptions of corruption is one prominent demonstration of a wider trend.
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may not work, therefore, because they target something lawmakers perceive as increasing perceptions of corruption (i.e., campaign spending) that citizens don’t see as corrupting.

Another possibility for this result lies in messaging. Successfully passing campaign finance laws inherently requires politicians to convince the public that there is corruption in the political system. These efforts may explain the researchers’ finding that “residing in a state with more substantial campaign finance regulations and reforms coincides with increased perceived corruption.” But while the push for new laws persuades the public there is corruption, the actual passage of campaign finance restrictions fails to assuage public corruption concerns.

A third explanation is that the causality works in reverse. Areas where the public perceives more corruption pass new campaign finance restrictions more frequently, but these regulations are not successful in driving down perceptions of corruption over time. This is likely because the public does not connect corrupt acts with the activity the laws actually target.

There may simply be a more overriding concern. Campaign finance regulations cannot lower perceptions of corruption because the public is not well-informed about the complex web of laws and regulations that constitute the campaign finance system. This is a problem for regulatory advocates because, if the public does not understand or care about changes to the system, then their perceptions of the system are unlikely to change. After all, changes in perceptions generally follow changes in understanding. If the public, therefore, does not have an accurate understanding of campaign finance law, then we should not expect changes to campaign finance rules to shift public perceptions of corruption.

In their 2020 book, *Campaign Finance and American Democracy: What the Public Really Thinks and Why It Matters*, political scientist David Primo and economist Jeffrey Milyo studied public knowledge of campaign finance and found a severe knowledge deficit. Primo and Milyo surveyed 3,558 respondents with 17 questions about the American campaign finance system. They defined a well-informed person as someone who answers 9 of 17 questions correctly. They found that only 0.25% of survey participants were well-informed about campaign finance and that “even the most politically active members fail to outperform a dart-throwing monkey.”

This problem is consistent even in instances where pushes for campaign finance laws attempt to educate the public. Shaw, Roberts, and Baek studied campaign finance knowledge for people across various campaign finance regulatory environments and found that “regulating campaign finance in a state does not improve the level of knowledge voters in that state have about money and politics.”

Campaign finance regulations have simply not been linked to declines in perceptions of corruption and have not been shown to increase knowledge of campaign finance. The evidence suggests that the assumption that campaign finance laws lower perceptions of corruption is incorrect. If we accept that evidence, then the compelling government interest justifying many campaign finance regulations through reducing the appearance of corruption is nonexistent.

**Assumption 2: Lower Perceptions of Corruption Raise Trust in Government**

While it is doubtful that campaign finance regulations lower perceptions of corruption, it is still important to look at the impacts that attitudes about government have on public trust in government. The Supreme Court’s assumption that lower perceptions of corruption raise trust in government is crucial because, if decreasing perceived corruption does not generate beneficial effects, then it is hard to see how campaign finance regulations aimed at reducing perceived corruption satisfy a compelling government interest. Recall that the Buckley Court’s main justification for regulating the appearance of corruption was the worry that confidence in government would be eroded to a “disastrous extent.”

Primo and Milyo conducted one of the most comprehensive and extensive studies of the relationship between campaign finance regulations and trust in government. Using a cross-sectional analysis of 50 survey results over a 30-year period
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that included 60,000 individual observations of trust or confidence in government, the authors found “no statistically or substantively significant positive effects of campaign finance reforms on trust in government.” In other words, over the 30 years studied, there is no solid evidence that campaign finance regulations, whose justification rides on their ability to lower perceived corruption, have done anything at all to increase public trust. This conclusion is supported by Shaw, Roberts, and Baek, who find in their research that “perceptions of corruption do not lead to decreased trust in government.”

These findings are more than surface-level and are consistent across jurisdiction and type of policy. In their study of taxpayer-financed campaign laws in Arizona, Connecticut, and Maine, Primo and Milyo note that this policy actually “reduced trust in government among Democrats in states that implemented these campaign finance changes.” The authors also found that “corporate contribution limits negatively affect trust in state government” to a small, but statistically significant, degree.

To be sure, there is not strong enough evidence to say conclusively that campaign finance regulations reduce trust in government. As discussed above, there could be many confounding variables. But what is more definitive is that certain actions that rolled back campaign finance regulations are not associated with losses in public trust. For example, Primo and Milyo saw that the Citizens United decision had no perceived negative effect on trust in the federal government and that actually “trust in the federal government increased after Citizens United (albeit in a substantively modest way).”

Taken together, this evidence leads to the conclusion that the Supreme Court’s second assumption in the Buckley Rationale—that lower perceptions of corruption raise trust in government—is deeply flawed and lacks evidence. If a compelling government interest to regulate campaign finance is to increase public trust, then the available evidence indicates that this particular justification is severely lacking.

**Assumption 3: Greater Trust in Government Raises Political Participation**

The final assumption of the Buckley Rationale is that greater trust in government raises the capacity and willingness for citizens to engage in the political process. This assumption rounds out the argument for government interference in campaigns by pointing to potential discrete harms of money in the political process. If declining trust in government harms political participation, the argument goes, this would damage our democratic system by reducing its legitimacy. As with the other assumptions, the evidence is lacking.

Shaw, Roberts, and Baek examined rates of political participation and trust in government. They conclude that “there appears to be no appreciable relationship between trust in government and political participation.” In fact, they write that “basic perceptions of government functioning and subsequent political behavior are largely unchanged over the past decade.” Given the findings explored above regarding the public’s confusion about campaign finance laws, this result is unsurprising.

While there appears to be no relationship between trust and political participation, some may argue that more restrictive campaign finance laws directly improve political participation. This argument is not supported by the data either. Campaign finance laws, whether directly or indirectly, limit spending in politics. Shaw, Roberts, and Baek find in their research that “increased spending is associated with greater participation.” Regulations that limit spending in elections may actually be harmful to political participation. The researchers also narrowed their focus to the state level to look at the effectiveness of campaign finance laws in improving political participation. In examining data from 2008, they note that “the statewide regulatory environment has almost no impact on either the general propensity to engage in participatory acts or voter turnout.”
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The reverse of these findings is also true; changes to the campaign finance system that reduce restrictions do not negatively impact political participation. For example, the Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision effectively eliminated many campaign finance laws that limited independent spending in politics, and such spending dramatically increased after the decision. If these campaign finance laws were effective at improving political participation, then we would expect certain aspects of political participation, like voter turnout, to decline following Citizens United. This is not what happened. Instead, voter turnout steadily increased after the decision. Indeed, the 2020 election experienced both record spending and record turnout. The finding that greater political spending increases political participation has been consistent for at least three decades.

In sum, there is no observable positive relationship between campaign finance laws and greater political participation. There is also an observable increase in political engagement after certain campaign finance laws are repealed. Thus, this final assumption of the Buckley Rationale is not supported by the available evidence.

Conclusion

In United Mine Workers of America v. Illinois State Bar Association, the Supreme Court emphasized that “The First Amendment would . . . be a hollow promise if it left government free to destroy or erode its guarantees by indirect restraints.” Campaign finance laws draw First Amendment scrutiny because they function as indirect restraints on political speech by limiting the spending of money on politics and dictating how people are able to express themselves in the context of political campaigns. Candidates, campaigns, and engaged citizens cannot speak effectively without money, and political speech rests at the core of the First Amendment. The indirect restraints on political speech that campaign finance laws impose, therefore, should not be accepted unless there is strong evidence that the regulations serve a compelling governmental interest. In Buckley v. Valeo, the Supreme Court argued that limiting the appearance of corruption could be one such compelling government interest. They feared that, without it, confidence in the system of representative government would “be eroded to a disastrous extent.”

This reasoning assumed that campaign finance laws could lower perceptions of corruption, that higher levels of perceived corruption would lower trust in government, and that perceived corruption would decrease political participation. The evidence indicates that the Buckley Court was wrong. Campaign finance laws in existence for decades have not been shown to reduce perceptions of corruption, have not been linked to improved trust in government, and have not been shown to increase rates of political participation.

The government cannot be allowed to simply cite “the appearance of corruption” and be given carte blanche to regulate speech at will.

In fact, there is greater evidence supporting the opposite conclusions. Perceived corruption substantially increased in the aftermath of prominent campaign regulations like the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act, and jurisdictions with more restrictive campaign finance systems have experienced higher amounts of perceived corruption. Public financing laws and corporate campaign spending limits have been associated with reduced trust in government. Finally, higher campaign spending is linked to increased rates of political participation.

If the Supreme Court is concerned about the First Amendment becoming hollowed out due to indirect restraints, then it must be willing to look at the evidence that supports or discredits a government's compelling interest claim. The government
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cannot be allowed to simply cite “the appearance of corruption” and be given *carte blanche* to regulate speech at will. The available evidence suggests that the justifications for the appearance of corruption standard are practically nonexistent.

Thirsty travelers in the desert often see a mirage of water because they desperately want that water to be there; but the water doesn’t exist. Many advocates of campaign finance regulation have succumbed to a mirage. Spurred by unhappiness with the political process and political results, many are desperate to see “corruption and its appearance” throughout our system. But this “compelling government interest” is not real. We cannot let mere appearances constrain the basic liberties of others because mere appearances can be deceiving. If the appearance of corruption standard rests on a mirage, then we should reckon with the fact that a core tenet of our campaign finance laws is propped up by an illusion.
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